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Dead ‘til Dawn is the immersive
zombie horror game that never
plays the same way twice, and
where no one ever truly dies. Play
heroically and help each other out,
or play selfishly and backstab
your buddies. Who will you be, when
night falls and the dead walk? And
who will you become by dawn?

Players: 3-8
Game Length: ~45 min
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Game Overview:
Once people understood, it was already
too late. They say help is coming, but
they won’t be here until morning. The sun
sets on the empty downtown streets. A
yellow street light flickers to life above
a group of strangers forced together for
survival. For just a moment, the light
casts everyone’s eyes in shadow. They
look like skulls. The light flickers and
dies, leaving that last impression, that
everyone is already dead, until dawn.
In Dead ‘til Dawn, players take the roles of
various people who find themselves thrust
together as the dead rise and the sun sets. Each
turn a player draws an Event card, then the
scene unfolds. After a certain number of rounds
the sun rises, help arrives, and the game ends.
Sounds simple enough, right? A lot can happen!
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Dead ‘til Dawn comes with 5 card types:

Character cards – who each player

is in this story, sometimes including
special abilities or rules. Keep your
character card secret, unless it tells you
otherwise.

Equipment

cards – represent
whatever your group could grab as the
horror began. Some things are definitely
better than others. Players usually start
with three.
Event cards – each survivor will draw

one Event card and resolve it each turn.
Event cards can describe attacks, require
choices, change the flow of the game, etc.

Zombie cards – when players become

zombies, these are the cards they will
use to ruin the lives of the people who
let them die.

Setting cards – set up each game’s

story and special rules (found in
expansion packs, such as Dead Arm of
the Law).
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Game Setup:
1 - Characters - The top two-

thirds of the card tell you how to
play as a survivor and if you have
any special rules or abilities.
The bottom third is your “zombie
craving” – it’s how you win the
game, after you have died and
become a zombie!
For New Players (bold keywords in blue are also in
the Glossary), look through the Character cards
and pull out the eight “core characters” – these are
characters with yellow behind their names. Shuffle
the core characters and pass one out to each player.
For experienced players, after dealing out the core
characters to the new players, shuffle the rest of
the core characters in with the other Character
cards, then deal one card to each experienced
player. Players with hidden Character cards can
always choose to reveal them. However, if there
are any “play once per game” abilities, they will be
considered spent.
For games with three players, each player starts
with two Character cards and must play as both
characters at the same time, following both card’s
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rules for winning or losing. This can result in some
interesting and difficult combo characters – an
Escaped Convict who is also a Sherriff. Good luck!

2-

Setting (optional) - If you do not have the
Dead Arm of the Law expansion, then for this
step, read the text under Game Overview to set
the mood for your game.
If you do have Setting cards, draw a Setting card
and read it to the group. The top part of the card
is the storyline – it sets the stage for the game,
revealing where you were when night fell and the
zombie outbreak began. The bottom of the card
explains any special rules for this game.
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Equipment - Pass out three Equipment
cards to each player. Players can freely trade these
before the game begins, if they want to. Players
can only have five Equipment cards at the end
of their own turn - any extra must be given out, or
discarded. Equipment cards have key words on
them bolded and in blue. These are all explained
in the Glossary. Equipment cards can only be
played when a card calls for them to be played.
Finally, you are ready for the sun to fall and the
dead to walk…
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How to Play:

The player who has most recently watched a zombie
movie begins the game.

As the Sun Sets...

Each Survivor’s turn, that player will draw and
resolve an Event card. New Players must discard
any Event cards marked “do NOT read out loud,”
and draw a new one instead. The top half of the card
is storyline, and the bottom half explains the rules
for resolving the Event card. Once an Event card
is drawn, players cannot trade Equipment cards
until the Event card is completely resolved.
Many Event cards will
involve a fight, and will
read something like, “Each
survivor needs to play two
Weapons alone, or get a
Wound.” In this example,
each survivor would need to
play Equipment cards or
use abilities that add up to
two Weapons . If they
don’t, they receive a Wound. This example said
“alone,” so no one can play Weapon cards to
help each other – otherwise, normally they could.
Weapons are not discarded after they are used
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unless the Equipment cards say differently. When
playing Weapons against two or more separate
attacks, players need to announce which Weapons
are being played toward which attacks. Once all the
Survivors are done playing cards, the Zombie
players then have a chance to play cards. Afterward,
the Survivors will get a final chance to play more
cards.
Players cannot play Weapon cards against each
other, unless something specifically allows it.
When you do get a Wound, keep track
of it by taking a Wound token and
placing it in front of you. Your number
of Wounds is public information - no
hiding your tokens!
Some Event cards will call for a Flip, and some will
call for Votes. These are explained in detail in the
Glossary.
Once an Event card is resolved, the player who
drew the card’s turn is over. Play continues to the
left, with each Survivor drawing and resolving an
Event card on their turn around the circle. One full
loop of turns is called a “round.”
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Becoming a Zombie:

When a player takes their final Wound, or a card
says they die, they become a Zombie player. Dead
players are not out of the game! They simply have a
new goal, and a new way to play. When transitioning
to one’s new, monstrous un-life, follow these steps:
1.

Reveal your Character card, if you have not
already. The bottom third of your card should
list your “zombie craving,” or how you now win
the game.

2. Discard any secret “do NOT read out
loud” Event cards that you have in front of you.
3. Pass your hand of Equipment cards to
the Survivor to your left, while they loot your
body. That player may take one card, and then
must pass the rest to the next Survivor to the
left. The stack should continue around and
around until all the cards are taken.
4. Finally,
draw
three Zombie
cards. Each card
should
explain
when it can and
cannot be played,
so read carefully.
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If you died on your own turn before you drew an
Event card, you’ll draw two extra Zombie cards
(five total). There is no limit to the number of
Zombie cards a Zombie player can have at
one time, and any number of Zombie cards
can be played in one turn. From this point on, at the
start of your turns, instead of drawing an Event
card, you’ll draw two more Zombie cards.

Any time a Survivor is in a fight with
zombies (either from an Event card, of from
another Zombie player playing a card), the next
Zombie player to their right and left can choose
to join in the fight! If the Zombie player wants
to do this, they need to announce which neighbor
they are attacking, right after the card detailing the
fight was read. The target survivor will need to play
one more Weapon against the Zombie player,
or receive a Wound (the Zombie player is not
Wounded more, they are already dead!). The rest
of the combat works the same as detailed above.
If a Zombie player comes back to life, any one-use
abilities are they have are considered spent.
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The Game Ends at Dawn:

Unless all the players die first, the game ends after:
• 8 rounds for 3 players
• 5 rounds for 4-6 players
• 4 rounds for 7-8 players
There are a few ways to win (and lose):
• Any Survivor alive after the final round wins.
• Any Zombie players who have satisfied their
“zombie craving” (the text on the bottom third
of the Character card) also win.
• However! If all the Survivors die before
the final round is finished, then the last group
of Survivors to die will lose, regardless of
whether they satisfied their zombie craving. For
example, Casey, Suri and Lew are playing, and
at this point in the game, Lew is a zombie with
the craving “everyone must be dead.” If in one
turn, Casey and Suri both die, then they would
both lose even if they satisfied their zombie
craving, and Lew would win because he fulfilled
his zombie craving.
Good luck! Next are key words and concepts
explained in detail, which you may reference as you
play. Like most games, it may be best to jump in
and play a game, learning as you go!
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Glossary:

Bite – Or Bitten, this is when a Survivor finds
themselves with zombie teeth marks. What that
exactly means is different in each situation, but
being Bitten always results in some chance of
changing into a Zombie. If a Survivor gets Bitten
more than once, all of the bites take place – this can
result in Flipping several times on your turn.

Broken – If a card says something breaks or is

broken, the card is discarded after it is used. So,
if a Weapon “Breaks,” then once it is spent as a
Weapon, it is discarded.

Character – When bold and blue, this refers to
Character cards. These cards tell each player who
they are in this story, and sometimes include special
abilities or rules. Keep your Character card secret,
unless it tells you otherwise.

Do NOT read out Loud - For experienced
players, if the card reads “do NOT read out loud” at
the top, the player should read the card silently and
follow its instructions. The player can tell the other
players what it says (or lie and insist that it says,
“Nothing Happens”), but cannot show the card.

Equipment – These cards represent whatever
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your group could grab as the horror began, and the
things they find to use thoughout the night. Players
usually start with three. Equipment cards can
be given away or traded at any time except while
resolving an Event card. Players can only have five
Equipment cards at the end of their own turn any extra must be given out, or discarded. If a player
ever voluntarily discards Equipment cards, the
other Survivors have the choice of picking them
up if they want to, starting with the next Survivor
to that player’s left. Equipment cards can only be
played when a card calls for them to be played.

Event – each survivor will draw one Event card
and resolve it each turn. Event cards can describe
attacks, require choices, change the flow of the
game, etc.

Firearms - Ranged Weapons are

called Firearms, and some have a
further special rule – Ammo.
When a Firearm with Ammo is played, set the
card on the table, take Ammo tokens, and put them
on the card. These tokens can be spent whenever
Weapons need to be played. When traded or
discarded, a Firearm keeps any remaining Ammo
with it (unless dug out of the discard pile). Ammo
cannot be shared between Firearms – it counts as
part of that specific Firearm card.
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Flip - Some Event cards will

call for a Flip. Draw the top
card off the Zombie deck, and
put it in the discard pile. If the
bottom of the card shows the
front half of a zombie, the card
is Heads; if it shows the back
half it is Tails.

Hand Limit – Each Survivor must have no

more than five Equipment cards when the next
player begins their turn. When not resolving an
Event card or Zombie cards, Survivors can
trade or give away Equipment cards freely. Any
Firearms passed along keep any remaining
Ammo with them. If a player ever voluntarily
discards Equipment cards, the other Survivors
have the choice of picking them up if they want to,
starting with the next Survivor to that player’s left.

Hideout – Some Event cards have “Hideout”
in the title, and these operate differently from other
Events. They call for a Vote on whether to use the
Hideout. If the Survivors Vote not to enter the
Hideout, it is discarded and the player must draw
another Event card. If players do Vote to go into a
Hideout, they cannot leave unless they are forced
out by another Event or find a new Hideout.
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Light – Some Equipment cards make Light.

Unless something says that the Light card is
discarded or Breaks, the Equipment card goes
back into the player’s hand after they play it.

Loud – Some Equipment cards, or certain
situations, can be noisy and are marked with the
keyword Loud.

New Players – Throughout these instructions,

there are special rules mentioned for “new players.”
It’s more about comfort level, than skill. If players
want to be forever considered “new,” that should be
allowed - after all, if a “new” player wins as a new
player, and it is their tenth time playing the game,
how many bragging rights do they really get?

“Next Survivor to your Right/Left” - To

count to the next Survivor player to a side, skip
over any Zombie players in between. If looking for
the “next player” to a side, don’t skip anyone.

Pet – Introduced in the Long Arm of the Law
expansion, some cards give a Survivor a Pet. Pets
cannot be traded or discarded voluntarily. and are
discarded if the Survivor they are attached to dies.

Quirk – Sometimes, characters will get something
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that changes their personality and how they play
the game. These are labeled Quirks and can be
canceled with cards such as the Self Help Book.

Rope – Sometimes an Event card will call for a

player to play a Rope. The Rope returns to the
player’s hand after use, unless it Breaks, or the
Event specifies that it is discarded.

Setting – These cards set up each game’s story
and special rules (found in expansion packs, such
as Dead Arm of the Law).

Survivor – this refers to living player(s).
Tool – Certain Event cards will call for a player

to play a Tool for some result. Unless something
says that the Tool card is discarded or Breaks, the
Equipment card goes back into the player’s hand
after they play it.
Vote - There are times your group of Survivors
will need to Vote. The Survivor who read the card
out loud leads the Voting for the turn. It is their job
to make sure that everyone understands what they
are voting on. Then the Vote leader counts, “3, 2,
1, VOTE!” and each Survivor (including the Vote
leader) holds out a thumbs-up or a thumbs-down.
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If there is a tie, the Vote leader has the final say.
Players can choose to abstain from Voting.

Wound – Survivors start with

zero Wounds. When you do get a
Wound, take a Wound token and
place it in front of you. There are cards
that can heal Wounds, and these can
be played even as a player takes their
last Wound, to heal them.

Zombie – When capitalized and highlighted, it

either refers to Zombie cards, or refers to undead
player(s). If the word isn’t highlighted, it simply
refers to general zombies.

Zombie Power-Up – These Zombie cards are

played on the table in front of the Zombie player,
and stay in play for the rest of the game (unless the
player rejoins the Suvivors).
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Once people understood, it was already
too late. They say help is coming, but
they won’t be here until morning. The sun
sets on the empty downtown streets. A
yellow street light flickers to life above
a group of strangers forced together for
survival. For just a moment, the light
casts everyone’s eyes in shadow. They
look like skulls. The light flickers and
dies, leaving that last impression, that
everyone is already dead, until dawn.
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